
Older Men Younger Women Dating Site
AgelessHookUp.com Sees Spike in Sign-Ups
NEW YORK, NEW YORK, U.S.A., January 25, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
AgelessHookup.com, a dating site for older men and younger women has
seen its membership numbers grow substantially over the past few months.
The site offers a “meeting place” where younger women can meet older men,
and conversely older men can meet younger women. According to CEO and
founder Carter Chen, the site is experiencing equal popularity with both men
and women.

“There are plenty of reasons why younger women might look for someone
older, and just as many reasons why older men look for the company of
younger women,” Carter explains. “And with Valentine’s Day on the horizon,
many people are fed up of being single and ready to start dating again.”

According to Wen, AgelessHookup suits its members because they know
what they’re looking for, and they don’t have to sort through hundreds of
profiles of people looking for someone their own age. For the older man, it
can provide an opportunity to renew their youth and feel young again,
especially for those who have just got out of a long-term relationship. And it
doesn’t necessarily have to become a romantic type of relationship, as many
couples prefer to remain just friends. 

For the younger woman, it can lead to a more stable relationship with a man
who is more established in life. And then, of course, there are those young
women looking for a “Sugar Daddy.” With tuition fees constantly on the rise,
plus the soaring cost of living, many female college and university students look for a Sugar Daddy
who can take them out for dinner, lavish them with gifts, and even support them financially. Some
couples even come to a financial arrangement in which the young woman is paid on a monthly basis.
For the successful older man for whom money isn’t an issue, it’s a great way to enjoy fun and
excitement with an attractive younger woman. 

Whatever the reason for signing up, creating a profile is a simple process and it’s free. If interested in
the possibility of an age-gap relationship, you’re invited to visit the website at
www.agelesshookup.com
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